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; Generations of Randoni Ptobqbiiit'y-Vectol's

  Toshiro KuTsuwA,* Ken-ichi MoRiTA,*" Hideo KosAKo"*'

               .. and Y, oshiaki KoJiMA"!* ''

                                             '                                                '                            '                                            '                                 ttt               '
                     (Received June 15, 1972) ' , '

'

        This paper describes the rnethods for generating 'random probability-vectors. The

     vectors are used to simulate the discrete stochastic systems, for example, rparkgv chaips,

     probabilistic automata and stochastic sequential machines. , ''
        The value of the vector components corresponds to the occurrence probability for each

     state, ･･and the distribution of those components is the'normal, exponential.･or' uniform --'

     distribution in the range of [O,1]. . ,,
                                                                     t/

            t .tv t t t. .. t/ ..t/t t.t. t               t ...'' ,-, ･1. Introduetion ,,,. - .... ..,' , .. . .
                         t tttt
    Various transition matrices or probability vectors need to be used to analyze the statis-

tical characteristics of markov chains, stochastic sequfntial machines`) and others.

  c Therefore, th6 generation of probability-vectors,whose .components have the density

function of the normal, exponential or uniform disiribution･,is discuss.ed in this paper.

    General]y, uniforrri rhndom ntimbers (denoted' by thofsymbol UN) ate made by the

multiplicative congruential or the mixed congruentia] method on the computer. Other distri-

butions are obtained by UN with the rejection or the inverse transformation method.

    In the generation of the probability-vectors, random numbers viz. the vector components

are generated by the above ways, and are transformed so that they may satisfy the following

conditions i) and ii). '
i) Each component of the vector uj(j'--1,･･･,n) corresponds to the state-occurrence

    probability pj ,

                             n                            Zpj-1 (n; the number of states).                  Of{:;pjf{{ll,
                            jL-1

ii) The distribution of the generated vector components is the normal, exponential or

    uniform distribution in the range of [O,1].

         2. Probability Vectors with Normally Distributed Components

2. 1. Vector generation by the rejection method

    In the case of n states, we take independently n numbers out of the one dimensional

normal random riambersi' ih ther irange of [A,B], and divide each of n numbers by those

                  'sum, whereA=="i'l-cp･o'x,'B=ptm+cp･aas･ ' ' '
 ' A coefliciehttscfo(>O) denotes the range that random number is taken. The pt.(==1/n)
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and abe are the mean and the standard deviation of the one dimensional normal distribution

                   t.function, respectively. If A==' pt.-cpa･a'.<O, the'n A is fixed at O: '' ''' '

vecto¥eCh Of n nUMbers generated is assigned to eggh component of the n-state probability

           '
    If a large number of the probability vectors would be generated by these procedures,

then the distribution of the veetor components is well approximated to the normal distri-

bution in the range of [O,1]. The results of analysis and experiments are shown in the

section 2. 4.

2.2. Vector generation by the inverse transformation rnethod

    The procedutes of this method are as follows:

    n numbers of the triangular distribution represented by Eq. (1) are generated by the

inverse transformatlon.i> Each of n numbers is divided by those sum, and assigned to

each component of the vector.

    If these prooedures would be repeated for a great many probability-vectors, then the

vector components have the pseudo-normal distribution in the range of [O, 1].

           g(x) == gi (x) +g2 (x) '
           gi (x)u o,lsllos( Xi:Sx )+ O'42.tla427 (Asgxsg vv) (i)

           g2 (x) - -o.isiios( Xi:#! )+ O'42.6.427 . ( vv<xE{:B)

where g(x) denotes the density function of value x.

                         A = ' F4pa - 2.355 a.

                         W= ptm

                         B=k+2.355 a.

whereAis zero for all negativeA -
    An approximate function Eq. (1) for the normal dist'ribution N(pt., a.2) is derived

from the function for the IV(O, 1).3)

2.3. Mathematical formulation

    In order to analyze the distribution of the vector components, this section gives

mathematical formulations for methods discussed in the section 2. 1 and 2. 2.

    The dividing operation of the generating method is expressed by the transformation

of probability variables .X and Y;

                        U-X/(X+Y)

where X corresponds to a value of the n numbers, Y correspends to the sum of n numbers

except XL and U corresponds to a component of the n-state probability vector.

    Let g(x) and h(y) be the density functions of X and Y; respectively. The density
                                                              tfunction f(u) of the variable U will be derived as follows:

    The joint density function f(x, or) for independent var.iables X and Y is expressed by

                        f(x, or) -g(x) ･h(y). '
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   Accordingly, joint density function f(u,w) for the variables U and V is obtained by

          f(u, v) -g(v) ･h(w/u-w) ･w/u2 (2)
with U-=X/(X+Y) and V-XL
   The density function f(u) equals the definite integral of the f(u, v) of w with limits

          f(u)-S:f(u, v) du .
                                        '                                       '                                                      '                                                            tt                                    ttt t
              -S:g(℃)･h(v/u-v)v/u2clv. (3)
   The f(u) represents the distribution of the probability vector cQmponents.

Z3,1. The case of the rejection method

   In this case, the g(x) is denoted by

          '                                                              '           g(x)==vt4.., exp{-(X2-..pt2as)2} (Asgx:{:B) ･ (4)

where Aptpqx---cp･a., B=ge.+cv･ax, and ci is a constant to satisfy the relation SA"g(x) -=1.

   Similarly, h(y) is ohrained by the fQllowing function

                   '           h(or)=v61t' ., exp{- (Yi,pt2Y)2} (os{:y) (s)

where c2 is a constant which has the same mean as ci, yv= (n-1)･p.' and av2= (n-1) ･ax'2.

The pt.t is mean value and a.'2 is the variance of g(c). If A==pt.-cp･a.]})O, then it is

clear that pt.t=pe. and

           a.t2=a.2{1- 2.v'!CtlljtlCP exp(- !ltS2 )}.

   By exchanging Jc for v and y for (w/u-w), respectively, and substituting (4) and (5)

into (3), the density function is

          f(u)=cS: i'.C.2., 'riil,T exp{- (℃2M.gerc)2 - (V/"ili;i,lpsV)2 }dw. (6)

   By putting C=ccic2, the mean ptas and the variance alee2 of f(u) can be written as

follows :

           ptu== 2z[il.a, S:"S: uV2 exp{-- (W2-..pt2ra)2 '- (V/"ii.¥2-ptV)2}dud"} (7)

           aof2 a= SIu2f(u)du -- (pt.)2 J

2. 3. 2. The case of the inverse transformation method

   The density function f(u) for u is denoted by

          f(U)= vS-'.2., i:'i}, g(v) exp{-' (W/"Z;.¥ipt")2 }dv
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              '' = iV'l2CiE:Ta, S: uV2 gi(V) eXP{m (V/"-2.V,i F`Y)2},lv

                     + Avi2Ciil.., S; u"2 g2(V) eXP{- (V/"-2.",,-pt")2}clv , (s)

                                                       .. .t /                                                  ' . . ･ -(C==cc2 isaconstant). '                                                                         '                                                                            '                                                              tt                                                      '
     For the function g(x) is represented by Eq. (1) in the section 2.2, and h(y) is

 determined by using 1!la' and of2 of g(x),

    ' h(or)=A/t4.a, eXP{- (ptSilf,")2}' ,.. .. . .. '

                                                        .t
 2.4. Regults of analysis ar!q experiments
     As the representative examples, for n=5, ietla =O.2 dnd ola==O.04, the results of numerieal

 analysis and experiments (5ooO trials) are shown on the 'normal probability papers 'of

 Fig. 1, (a) to (c). - '- ･
     Fig. 1, (a) and (b) are the resu]ts of the rejection method cp=3.0 and cp=2.0, re-
    '                              t-t sp6ctively. Fig. 1, (c) is of th6" inverse transforrnation. ' '

,e.,S,9i!O.Z'1",:･.iagt,S,ZZe.g-,b,"･:'8"[l6S'8.rp...F･,Zg',g'.l,a.t.he.,,Ca,Sf,,8/f･,gh?,gele8,ti.'".Ckl,9,'P,'.agfi

 N(sttb, aib2). A degree of the conformity between 'IV(ittte, aca2)' ･and the f(u) of the inverse

 llll,]Si.OolMatiOn iS Much the same as thal between N(pe,b,.ale,2) apd the f(u) of the rejection

                                                               '
     The relation between ehr and ales for n = 5 is shovvn in Fig. 2, where olee is the standard

 deviation,of the generated vector components..''If A20, then ales is nearly proportional to

                                                                        '
                                                                tt

99･9 pt.+3a. ,99'9 ltu+3au

                                                                               ptu + au                                           ." 80

N-
.s･45 oO

                                    ,pt.-2a. pt.-2a.

 o.,tl', ptu-3au o.l Kt.-3a.  0.08 O.12 O.16 O.20 O.24 O.28 O.32 ' 'O.08 O.12 O.16 O.20 O.24 O.28 O.32

                            '                    u ,- . ･, ,' ･zs        (a) Rejection method tp==3:O . 'i''' " .･ ''' i''(b)'lt Rejectiofi-me.th6d cptt2.0

n=5 '
l
t
t

#x=;O.2
"u=O.2

a.=O.04
a.=O.03571

-

ttttttttt

analysis.experlments
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'
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v

n=5 t
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'
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  Table 1. Value }==Su/Sx for n

Fig. 1. Value of vector components

   u vs. the cumulative distri-

   bution F(u) on the normal

   probability paper.
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,

}=Ste18x
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O. 9233
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Fig.
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                       ct

Table 1 shows the value e=au/o. in the proportional range for n and cp.

 Generating eMciency of random vector components

The generating efliciency (GE) of the rejection method is illustrated in Fig.

3, a point in the quadrilateral AB2R is seleeted by 2 UN, and if the point
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in the hatched part, then those 2 UN are rejected. Only when the point is in the hatched

part, a random number, namely, a vector component is obtained from 2 UN. On the

other hand, in the inverse transformation method, a vector component has one to one

correspondence with each of UN.

                    '

                  RQ               1
             v2}lalt

                                                 Fig. 3. Illustration of generating

                                                        eficiency.

                 o

                  ="xmcp'ax =pt=+cp.ale

    Let the GE of the inverse transforrnation be one, then the GE of the rejection is

expressed by

            GE-i,h,e.a,r.e.a,o.f..h,ai,ch,e,dIz?ri,isl:1/fi･ill×}

               .. rk.. S2 exp{- (,X2-ohi"2ts)2}dX.;, (g)

                        2･cp･ax'                               V2T.a.

                                  '    Now, if cp=2.0,

            GE=- 4xO･19/5,vt,42-. × } -o.2ggo

and if cp=-3.0, then GE-=O.2083.

    Hence, in a few words, 5 components of the vector will be generated by the inverse

transformation during the time required for generating only one component by the rejection

cp = 3.0.

    Therefore, one should' choose a suitable methdd from section 2. 1 and 2.2 according

to the results of 2.4 and 2.5 for one's objective simulations.

       3. ltobability Vectors with Exponentially Distributed Components

    The density function of one dimensional exponential random numbers is f(x) ==ae-aX

(o:{gx<oo), the mean pt. and the variance G.2 are 1/a and 1/a2, respectively.

    Since the variability of the probability vector components is [O,1], then its density

function f(u) should be defined by following equation.

                    f(u) -cue-an (Osgus{:1) (10)
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where c and a are determined as follows: ..

                   S:cae-aasdu ==1 ''

                   Sicaue-cudu = 1/n,

If n-5, then a ==4.8010 and c-=1.00829. '

    Exponential random number x (Osg:x) is obtained by the inverse transformation with

the cumulative distribution function F(x) = [1-e-ax],

                   x=- --S log(1-r)

where 1-r is UN in the range of [O, 1].

    If the same method would be used for the vector generation and each value of random

numbers were divided by the sum of those n numbers, then the vector component uj

becomes irrelevant to the coeficient a,

                        1                     -i log rpj Iog vj
           Uj== keilogrpi-･･･-tlogv. == logni+'''+Iogv. (j'--1,''',n)

where rp==1-r. .

    The density function of the above is shown by '

                  f(u)=(n-1)･(1-u)"m2 (!1)
The Eq. (11) is derived as follows:

    Since each of n numbers is a variable of the exponential random numbers, then the

  '
                   g(x)-ae"'aX (AESx<B) (12)
                        'where A-O, B== co.

    Now, the moment generating function (MGF) for the g(x) is

                   Mz (t) = = a/ (a -t) .

Hence, the MGF for the sum of (n-1) numbers in the n states can be written by

                   M. (t) = [M. (t)] nd =( .gt )"-i.

This equation is equal to the MGF for the gamma distribution function having parameters

a and (n-1).2)

    Then,

                             n-1     , h(ov)=r(".-1) e-"Y･rv"-2. ･ (13)
    By substituting (12) and (13) into (3), we have a density function f(u),
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The curve

Either

         f(u) = S:ae-av T(an"--i i) e-a(vict-v)(v/u-v)n'2 uV2 clv

                                                  '              == (n-1) (1-u) n-2.' -

of f(u) for n=5 is shown in Fig. 4. '
the following way i) or ii) should be used to make the f(u) approach to cae"'ate.
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    For g(x),

i) decrease the probability that the assigned value falls in the neighbourhood of the

    average,
                                         ,
or

ii) bring relatively the distribution of f(u) to the lower part by increasing the probability

    that the value of g(x) is higher than the average value.

    In the case of n=5, let

                             s e-8x (Osl;;xs{gO.374467)

                                        (o.sf{gxf{go.g)                             O.4

                    g(x)- (14)                             O.Ol/3                                        (2.5s{:xsg5.5)

                             O (otherwise)

then the Z2-value is less than 16.919 that is Xa2 of the significance level a==O.05 and 9

degrees of freedom. The above X2==7.7263 is calculated for the number of u in same ten

subintervals of [O,1] for the vector generations of 5000 times.

    Hence, the density function of the vector components generated by this way is con-

siderably near to cae-ate (of{;guf{gl).
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    Similarly, for n-8,

                   ,(,.)..(.E818sXs2x+o･o4o7` lo:LS'{ght`C;,:'l.il,.S))'2)

then X2-6.6362<16.919.

    For n-= 10,

                                               (of{gxsgo.3sl)                   ,,.,=(-k9og5'lgx+o･ii2so :ggs.{;, ;i,[.i'2'

                                            '
then X2=5.8067<16.919.

        4. Probability Vectors with Uniformly Distributed Components

    The mean value of the probability vector components is 1/n for the n states. So, it

will be dificult that the distribution of the vector components is uniformalized in the range

of [O,1]. Then, uniformalize the distribution within limited interval.

    Consider that a basic value Bp is given previously for each state 1` (1'=1,･･･,n).

    A generating procedure of vectors whose components have the uniform distribution

within the interval of (Bp,1-(n-1)Bp] is shown by the flow-chart in Fig. 5.

    Let

that the

assigned

SetBpasbasicvalue
CalculateT==1-n･BpIO

PJ=Bp(j=L-'',n)

Generate2numbers72i.i
andB2i.i'fromUN

Selectastatelby72j-i
ComputePt=Pt+T'Bv-i

Generate72)

Selecta$tatekby72J

Yes
k=l?

No

Pk=P,,+T(1-B,jL,)

AdoptP,(j=L''',n)
asaprobabilityvector

M be the number of

assigned value falls in

value is Bp is denoted

the

the

by

Fig. 5. Generating procedure.

probability vectors, then 2･M/n denotes the frequency

range of (Bp,1-(n-1)Bp]. The frequency that the

M･ (n-- 2)ln.
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                                  5. Conclusion

    Various transition matrices or probability vecrtors are made by these generating methods.

    By using those generated matrices or vectors, we will be able to simulate the higher

order transition probability of markov chains, the optimal sequence of stochastic sequential

machines, the learning of probabilistic automata and others.

    Furthermore, we hope, in games against nature, a valuation for various criterions of

behaviour will be derived from the simulations of games using thus generated matrices or

vectors.
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